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their problems, instead of leaving their complexes to fester
in the unconscious.
In such a case, what possible good could come from telling
a child about incestuous phantasies and father-fixations?
Such a procedure would make the child believe that it was
all the fault of her own immoral or at least foolish nature,
and would heap a burden of responsibility upon her which
in reality belongs to her father. She suffers, not because
she has unconscious incestuous tendencies, but because her
father has them. She is a victim of the wrong atmosphere
in the home, and her trouble disappears as soon as her parents
settle theirs*
The third case concerns a very brilliant girl of thirteen,
reported as anti-social, rebellious, and unable to adapt herself
to school conditions, where the other girls were aged sixteen
and seventeen.   At times she was very inattentive and would
even make irrelevant answers, for which she would give no
explanation.   She was a big, over-developed girl, apparently
in the best of health, who had matured when barely eleven.
The child was frightened by her strong physical sexual
discomforts   and   desires.   Her   mother   was   a   brilliant,
intellectual woman with an intense will to power, who had
early decided that her daughter should enter college very
young and be a prodigy.   She had stimulated every budding
intellectual ability, and had suppressed all emotional growth.
The father's business took him from home  a great deal,
and he seemed to have place in the girl's mind rather as a
shadowy ideal than as an actual person.   The child suffered
from a tremendous urge of pent-up emotion which fed upon
homosexual phantasies more real than the objective world.
She confessed that she would sometimes long to be caressed
by some particular instructor; and then suddenly she would
see all her clothes drop off, and that then she would lose track
of what was being said, hence her " absurd answer ",   Here
is one of her dreams:  "I saw my mother in the bath-tub,
which grew big.   Then I saw her slip down, and I knew that

